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Abstract
The International RoboBoat Competition, hosted by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems
International, challenges students to design a boat to autonomously complete aquatic challenges. As rules
and tasks change every year, two subsystems remain consistent: navigation and propulsion. The objective
of this project was to design and build these subsystems for reuse over the next several years. The navigation
subsystem is responsible for the acquisition of data from a global position system (GPS) and compass unit.
The GPS and compass data are retrieved and preprocessed by a single microcontroller (MCU) for
transmission upon request. The propulsion subsystem is comprised of a remote control (RC) unit and a
motor control unit. RC data is interpreted and relayed to the motor controller, where RC commands are
translated to create thrust vectors for the four brushless direct current (BLDC) motors. Individual thrust
vectors are then executed by slave microcontrollers. The predriver would then generate digital trapezoidal
signals to manipulate a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor circuit that controls the current
delivered to the BLDC motors. Although system integration was not achieved, limited functionality of the
systems were independently verified to meet constraints and requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
A. Problem Background
The Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) is a non-profit organization
devoted to pioneering and advancing the autonomous vehicle technology, particularly in the marine
environment. AUVSI is responsible for the creation of the International RoboBoat competition, an event
each year that allows student teams to race autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) on the water. Participating
teams are tasked with designing an ASV that can navigate through an aquatic obstacle course to complete
various challenges.
Bradley University has participated in the RoboBoat competition in 2012 and 2013. The inaugural launch
of the boat was the product of work done by seniors Jeremy Borgman and Max Christy with the assistance
of juniors Zackary Knoll and Steven Blass. The boat featured a catamaran style frame that relied on dual
pontoons to float. This design allowed for stability and precision controlling with slower speeds. Both
pontoons allowed for a flat surface on which electronic systems could be mounted. Two direct current (DC)
motors delivered propulsion to the boat. Additionally, four maneuvering thrusters were used as required by
the system. The primary decisions made by the system were completed on an ARM Processor (Beagleboard
XM) utilizing a USB Webcam. The first team to compete at the RoboBoat competition earned 8th place
out of 16 teams.
The second team to compete at the AUVSI RoboBoat competition did so in 2013. The two primary
designers on the team were Zackary Knoll and Steven Blass, the juniors who worked on the 2012 boat. The
seniors had assistance from supporting underclassman Bradley Lan and Daniel Van de Water who were
able to assist in the development and fabrication of on board systems. Both seniors were able to make
several modifications to improve the performance of the entire system. These modifications included a
motor controller upgrade, a transition to an Intel i3 primary processor (replacing the Beagleboard XM), and
the utilization of two USB cameras. New edge detection capabilities were also added using a laser
illuminated detection and ranging (LiDAR) unit. The second team to compete in the RoboBoat competition
earned 5th place out of 15 teams.
While designing a competition ready RoboBoat was out of reach for 2016, the objective of this project was
to design and build subsystems for reuse over the next several years. The subsystems developed for the
project are propulsion and navigation. These subsystems include a remote control (RC), a global positioning
system (GPS), a compass sensor, a motor controller, predrivers, power transistors, and brushless DC
motors. The hope was to design and build this as the foundation of RoboBoat in order for future teams to
complete a competition ready boat for the Bradley University Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering in the next couple of years.

B. Problem Statement
Mr. Nick A. Schmidt, who sponsored and led previous AUVSI RoboBoat teams for Bradley University,
requires a system to serve as the framework for the RoboBoat competition. For the competition, the boat
needs to move to specific locations around a large lake, so the two main subsystems for the framework
accomplish navigation and propulsion. The Navigation and Thrust System (NATS) is designed to operate
with a central processor that would deliver instructions to the subsystems. With this in mind, it became
necessary to modularize the system such that it would be possible for an external processor to send
commands and receive data from the NATS.
1

II. STATEMENT OF WORK
A. Design Overview

Fig. 1: Subsystems that serve as the framework for the AUVSI RoboBoat

The objective of the project was to build a system that serves as the framework for the AUVSI RoboBoat
competition. The boat must be able to move and navigate throughout a lake; therefore, a propulsion and
navigation system are consistent, necessary systems for a competition ready boat. These two systems will
serve as the framework for the competition, shown in Fig. 1, and are the two subsystems for this project.
Past RoboBoat competition rules [1] and the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at Bradley
University governed the project constraints, functional requirements, and non-functional requirements to
complete each task.

1) System Block Diagram

Fig. 2: Overall system block diagram
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The Navigation and propulsion subsystems function independently as the framework, but for a competition
ready RoboBoat, all components would need to be linked through a central processing unit (CPU) as shown
in Fig. 2. The navigation subsystem transmits digital navigation data organized in data packets when
requested by the central processor. The CPU would also be connected to the remote control (RC) unit,
linking the framework subsystems. The RC unit is designed to receive digital serial strings of autonomous
movement data from the CPU. Within the RC unit is an RC transmitter and receiver for user input. One of
the toggle switches on the RC transmitter is used as a mode selector for autonomous and RC mode. If the
competition ready RoboBoat was in autonomous mode, autonomous motor commands issued by the central
processor would be passed to the thrust system; otherwise, the RC user input would be sent. Other design
choices were considered for overall system interfacing, but this design was chosen to ensure movement
data is always being sent to the motor control unit.

B. Navigation Subsystem

Fig. 3: Navigation subsystem high-level block diagram

A navigation subsystem is required to determine the boat’s position and orientation on a body of water. An
FGPMMOPA6H GPS sensor made by GlobalTop Technology Inc. and a CMPS10 compass sensor made
by Devantech were used. Fig. 3 shows that these sensors were connected to a MCU, selected to be an Atmel
Atmega1284, to provide the system’s current GPS coordinates and bearing to the CPU. Since the CPU was
out of scope for the project, a PC terminal was used for development and troubleshooting to visually see
the output data streams. The microcontroller communicates to the PC terminal via RS-232 communication,
the same communication necessary for the CPU of future boat projects. The microcontroller communicates
to the GPS sensor via digital serial communication and to the compass sensor through Inner-Integrated
Circuit (I2C) communication.
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1) Navigation Subsystem Hardware
a. Microcontroller and GPS Interfacing

Fig. 4: Microcontroller and GPS interfacing

The complete circuit schematic for the navigation subsystem is shown in Appendix B, Fig. 21. Digital serial
communication is used for the ATmega1284 microcontroller to communicate with the GPS sensor using
the microcontroller’s universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (USART) port. The first
USART port is connected to the Adafruit Ultimate GPS and the second USART port is connected to the
computer serial port with a USB-to-TTL cable. The GPS is powered at 5V from the voltage regulator
circuitry shown in Fig. 15. Finally, all ground pins for the subsystem are wired to a common ground
connection.
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b. Microcontroller and Compass Interfacing

Fig. 5: Microcontroller and compass interfacing

The CMPS10 compass sensor is connected to the microcontroller's I2C-compatible two-wire serial
interface. Resistors (4.7 kΩ) are used to pull the I2C lines up according to the specified bus capacitance and
the operation frequency. The resistor value minimum is calculated using equation [1] in Appendix C found
on the ATmega1284 datasheet [2]. The voltage supply for the compass unit is connected to the 5V regulated
supply.
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2) Navigation Subsystem Software
The flowchart below provides a general idea of how the system interprets inputs to the subsystem to make
decisions in software.

Fig. 6: Navigation subsystem high-level flowchart

a. Specifics of the Navigation Subsystem Software
The navigation subsystem was originally designed to have both the GPS and compass sensor interfacing
handled by a single microcontroller in the same program. However, the developed GPS and compass
software was not integrated into a single program, but two separate programs were written for the
ATmega1284 microcontroller to interface with each sensor.
The developed compass software has a file with the main loop, an I2C class, and a USART class. The main
loop of the program first initializes the compass sensor and USART communication. The SCL clock
frequency for I2C is initialized using Equation [2]. Next the compass software reads the compass sensor’s
firmware version using the I2C read function. In the main loop, the compass bearing register is read and the
bearing is formatted and printed. The code for the I2C read and write functions are located in Appendix D.

Fig. 7: Screenshot of terminal window showing developed compass software results
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The developed GPS software is structured to have a file with the main loop, a GPS class, a USART class,
and a National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) class. The file with the main loop initializes
functions and calls a function from the GPS class to retrieve GPS location data. The function uses the
USART class to read the data from the GPS sensor and then stores the data in a character array buffer. See
[3] for a detailed explanation of NMEA sentences. The function then looks for GGA type NMEA sentences
and once found, parsing begins. For this application, only the latitude and longitude data is important so the
GPS software repeatedly parses this data. Using functions from the NMEA class, the developed software
locates and separates the longitude and latitude for each GGA data type. The NMEA standard for separating
data in sentences utilizes commas, so this is greatly applied in the algorithm to separate only the latitude
and longitude data. Pseudocode for the algorithm is shown below:

The developed GPS software steps through the following progression:














Create character arrays to store the longitude, latitude, the sign of the longitude, the sign of the
latitude, the direction of the longitude, the direction of the latitude, and other temporary buffers
Use the C function strncpy to remove the first 9 characters of the string
Copy the next two characters into the latitude degrees string
Skip those two characters and copy the next 7 characters into the latitude string
Insert the null character after each string so the USART can read when the string is at its end
Search for the next comma and check if the next character is an “N” or “S” and store the result as
either a “+” or “-“ for the latitude direction
Search for the location of the next comma
Remove the next 10 characters from the string
Copy the next 3 characters to the longitude degrees string
Skip those 3 characters and copy the next 7 as the longitude string
Add the null character to each string
Search for the next comma and check if the next character is an “E” or “W” and store the result as
either a “+” or “-“ for the longitude direction
Transmit the results to the PC to be viewed on a terminal with USART

After a successful parsing and formatting of the latitude and longitude data the program returns to the main
loop and the process is repeated. A 9600 baud rate is used for serial transmission because it is the default
baud rate of the Adafruit Ultimate GPS, but this can be changed by writing commands to the chip.

Fig. 8: Screenshot of terminal window showing developed GPS software results
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C. RC Unit

Fig. 9: RC Unit high-level block diagram

A functional requirement for the project is for the system to be remote controllable using the Futaba T6EX
transmitter and 617FS receiver (pictured in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11). This requirement comes from the AUVSI
RoboBoat competition rule that the boat must be able to be switched out of autonomous mode and capable
of remote control to bring the boat back to the dock [1]. To meet this requirement, the RC transmitter has a
toggle switch to determine if the system is in RC or autonomous mode, a software motor shutdown switch,
and left/right and forward/backward potentiometers to control boat movement.

Fig. 10: Futaba T6EX transmitter [4]

Fig. 11: Futaba 617FS receiver [5]

RC signals are sent from the RC transmitter to the RC receiver using 2.4 GHz band communication. The
RC receiver is connected to an Atmel ATmega1284P microcontroller. The RC receiver has 6 channels with
servo signals as a series of repeating pulses of variable widths. Pulse widths are always around 1.5
milliseconds (ms) and range from approximately 1-2 ms. The MCU measures the pulse width of each RC
8

signal and sends a corresponding movement command via digital serial communication to the motor
subsystem. Different commands are also generated based on the switch positions of the transmitter. Fig. 10
below shows the RC unit block diagram with the out-of-project-scope autonomous signals, the RC signals
as microcontroller inputs, and the movement commands, comprised of the direction and velocity, as output.
The RC unit output is interfaced with the motor controller designed by teammate Dan Van de Water.

Fig. 12: RC unit block diagram

1) RC Unit Hardware
a. Microcontroller and RC Interfacing

Fig. 13: Microcontroller and RC interfacing
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A main hardware feature of the RC pulse width reading is the use of external and pin change interrupts for
the microcontroller. There are only three external interrupt pins on the ATmega128P: INT0, INT1, and
INT2. Two of these pins share the same pin as USART so these pins were not usable because both USART
ports were necessary for the design. External interrupts have four different modes to change what type of
logit-level changes should trigger an interrupt service routine (ISR). Pin change interrupts work a little
differently: mainly by not having the feature of changing modes of logic-level detection. Any rising or
falling-edge triggers an interrupt service routine. Pin change interrupts are much more abundantly available
on the ATmega124P with this design as they range from PCINT0:31. One drawback with using PCINT’s
is that multiple pins are tied to the same register flag. Only 4 unique register flags exist, so up to 8 pins can
have logic-level changes that will trigger the same ISR for the register flag. See the RC unit software section
in C.2 for details on working with this drawback. RC channels 1, 3, and 5 are connected to pin change
interrupt A and channels 2 and 4 are connected to pin change interrupt B on the ATmega1284P. Channel 6
is the only independent channel of the receiver and is connected to external interrupt 2. Finally, all ground
pins for the unit are wired to a common ground connection. The complete circuit schematic for the RC unit
is shown in Appendix B, Fig. 22.

2) RC Unit Software
The flowchart below provides a general idea of how the system interprets inputs to the unit to make
decisions in software.

Fig. 14: RC unit high-level flowchart
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a. Specifics of the RC Unit Software
The RC unit serves three main purposes: to acquire information from the central processing unit, to switch
between RC and autonomous modes, and to send motor shutdown commands if the motor shutdown switch
on the RC transmitter is enabled. As discussed in the hardware section, a main feature of the RC unit is the
utilization of external and pin change interrupts to detect logic level changes. One of the biggest hurdles in
using pin change interrupts is that the interrupt service ISR is fired at any logic-level change so it was
important to have a way to determine if the logic-level change was from low-to-high or high-to-low.
Another hurdle overcame was determining what pin the logic-level change occurred on because up to 8 pin
change interrupts could be tied to the same ISR. Sample code in Appendix D shows how to detect the
difference between the rising and falling-edges of pin change interrupts and how to detect which pin the
logic-level change occurred on. Once it is determined which pin the logic-level change happened and what
type of logic-level change occurred, the main loop uses flag variables set for the detection of RC signal
changes.
A globally scoped variable used as a flag is set to a certain integer value for the rising-edge of pulses from
all RC channels. The flag variable corresponds to each logic-level change so the main loop can use decision
statements to determine what pulse-width channel to measure. Since the RC channel 6 pulse signal does
not occur sequentially with any other RC channel pulses, this channel is used for the motor shutdown switch
command using an external interrupt to detect logic-level changes. The pulse width measurement is
completed inside of the ISR instead of the main loop. All other RC channels calculate the pulse width inside
of the main loop.
A 10 µs timer is set up to run freely and is used for precisely measuring pulse widths. Equation [3] was
used to calculate the clear timer on compare (CTC) value of 250. Calculating the pulse width is not as
straight forward as subtracting the end pulse count value from the start pulse count value because of the
circular nature of the timer count variable. The counter counts from 0 to 249 and then resets back to zero
and starts over again. Equation [4] was determined to successfully do this. Channel 5 is used for the mode
signal for the system and decision statements are used to determine what data to send to the motor control
system based on the position of this switch as well as the motor shutdown switch. After these decision
statements and all RC channel pulse widths are measured, the USART class is used to transmit pulse width
data to the motor control unit. Software was also written to match the designed motor command scheme.
Equations [5]:[8] are used to convert the pulse widths to thrust percentages.

D. Voltage Regulator Circuitry
Both the navigation subsystem and the RC unit utilize voltage regulation circuitry. The system is
constrained to being powered by a 12V battery that needs to be stepped down and regulated to input voltage
levels compatible with the sensors and microcontrollers.
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Fig. 15: RC unit voltage regulator circuitry
For the RC unit, regulator circuitry is shown in Fig. 15. An LM7805 is used to regulate the battery voltage
to 5V. The 5V regulator supplies voltage to the Futaba 617FS Receiver, an ATmega1284P microcontroller,
and an AVR Dragon used to program the microcontroller.

Fig. 16: Navigation subsystem voltage regulator circuitry

Figure 16 shows the voltage regulator circuitry for the navigation subsystem. A 5V output is produced from
a LM7805 voltage regulator and a 3.3V output is produced from a LD1117V33 voltage regulator with the
output of the LM7805 as the input voltage for the chip. The 5V regulator supplies voltage to the CMPS10
compass and Adafruit Ultimate GPS sensors. The 3.3V regulator supplies voltage to the ATmega1284
microcontroller and an AVR Dragon. These two voltage levels are required because the Adafruit Ultimate
GPS uses 3.3V logic-levels for digital serial communication, constraining the microcontroller to the same.
In order for the microcontroller to operate at 3.3V digital serial levels, the device needs to be powered and
programmed at 3.3V. The GPS and compass sensors specify an input voltage of 5V.

E. External Crystal Oscillators
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Fig. 18: RC unit external oscillator circuitry

Fig. 17: Navigation subsystem external
oscillator circuitry

Both the navigation subsystem and RC unit use external crystal oscillators as the clock source for the
microcontroller. External crystal oscillators provide a more reliable system clock for the microcontrollers
because the frequency of the clock does not see significant shifts with changes in ambient temperature.
With the competition ready system in mind, the system cannot use internal RC oscillators because this clock
source sees significant frequency shifts with changes in ambient temperature. The navigation subsystem
uses an 8 MHz crystal oscillator as shown in Fig. 17 and the RC unit uses a 16 MHz crystal oscillator shown
in Fig. 18. To generate an interrupt with the software for the RC unit, a higher oscillator frequency, like the
chosen 16 MHz, is necessary. Both crystals have two pins connected to a 22 pF capacitor and ground and
to one of the external clock source pins of the microcontroller (XTAL1 and XTAL2).

F. Programming the Microcontroller

Fig. 19: Microcontroller JTAG circuitry
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Both the navigation subsystem and the RC unit microcontrollers are programmed with an AVR Dragon
using the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) interface. Fig. 19 shows the wiring between the JTAG pins on
the Atmel Dragon Debugger and the microcontrollers. VTREF for the JTAG navigation subsystem is 3.3V
and 5V for the RC unit.

G. Microcontroller to Computer Communication

Fig. 20: Microcontroller and PC circuitry

A PC terminal application was used for development and troubleshooting to visually see the output data
streams. The terminal application reads and displays the communication port data sent from the
microcontroller and can also send commands back to the microcontroller. An USART is used for both the
navigation subsystem and the RC unit. The project started out using a MAX3232 chip to convert the
microcontroller’s USART levels to levels compatible with the PC terminal, but this was not completed in
favor of using a USB-to-TTL cable. The cable connects to the Rx and Tx pins of the sensor or
microcontroller and to the PC on the other end accomplishing the same thing as the MAX3232 circuitry.

IV. CONCLUSION
The Navigation and Thrust System serves as the foundation for future senior projects working towards the
AUVSI RoboBoat competition. The goal of the project was to produce a final boat capable of collecting
navigation data and being controlled with RC. Though the final product was never constructed, promising
results were obtained for the navigation subsystem and RC unit. Project work proved to teach valuable
lessons about design, implementation, and testing for a real engineering project.
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IV. APPENDICES
Appendix A: Parts List

TABLE 1: Parts List
Item

Cost

Adafruit Ultimate GPS

$40.00

CMPS10 Compass

$60.00

Futaba T6EX Transmitter

$150.00

Futaba 617FS Receiver

$70.00

Microcontrollers (ATmega1284 and ATmega1284P)

$15.34

Appendix B: Schematics

Fig. 21: Navigation subsystem circuit schematic
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Fig. 22: RC unit circuit schematic

Appendix C: Equations
[1] Value of pull-up resistor = (Vcc-0.4V) / 3mA
[2] SCL frequency = (CPU clock frequency) / (16+2(TWBR) * 4^TWPS )
[3] Target timer count = (input frequency / prescale) / target frequency – 1
[4] Pulse width = (finish count + 250 – start count) mod 250
[5] Speed = 100 - (pulse mod SPEED_MAX)*3
[6] Speed = (pulse width mod 161)*3
[7] Turn = 100 - (pulse width mod MOVE_MAX)*3
[8] Turn = (pulse width mod 161)*3

Appendix D: Code
Sample Code 1: Reading an I2C Register
unsigned char TWI_Read(char address, char reg)
{
unsigned char read_data=0;
TWCR = 0xA4;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// send start bit
// wait for confirmation of transmit
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TWDR = address;
TWCR = 0x84;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// load address of I2C device
// transmit
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWDR = reg;
TWCR = 0x84;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// transmit
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWCR = 0xA4;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// send repeated start bit
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWDR = address+1;
TWCR = 0xC4;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// transmit address of I2C device and set read bit (w/
odd address)
// clear transmit interupt flag
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWCR = 0x84;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// transmit, nack (last byte request)
// wait for confirmation of transmit

read_data = TWDR;
TWCR = 0x94;

// read the target data
// send stop bit on I2C bus

return read_data;
}

Sample Code 2: Writing to an I2C Register
void TWI_Write(char address, char reg, char data)
{
TWCR = 0xA4;
// send start bit
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));
// wait for confirmation of transmit
TWDR = address;
TWCR = 0x84;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// load address of I2C device
// transmit
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWDR = reg;
TWCR = 0x84;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// load register number
// transmit
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWDR = data;
TWCR = 0x84;
while(!(TWCR & 0x80));

// load write data
// transmit
// wait for confirmation of transmit

TWCR = 0x94;

// stop bit

}

Sample Code 3: Detecting Where a Logic-level Change Occurred with Pin-change Interrupts
uint8_t changedbits;
changedbits = PINA ^ portbhistory;
portbhistory = PINA;
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if(changedbits &
{
// PCINT0
if( (PINA
{
//
}
else
{
//
}

(1 << PINA0))
changed
& (1 << PINA0)) )
LOW to HIGH pin change

HIGH to LOW pin change
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